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Abstract. This paper addresses some requirements of self-organizing
networks as well as interoperability problems due to merges and splits
phenomena. In a mobile environment, merges and splits characterize the
spatial overlap between two self-organized networks. While merge refers
to the time when two disjoint networks meet and overlap, split refers
to the time of partition. In a dynamic environment, AutoComm (AC)
principles bring a new support for interoperability since current protocol
heterogeneity is observed at all stack layers from the radio interface to applications. In this paper, we reconsider the formalization of a community
and its requirements. We then characterize the split and merge phenomena and their implications. We give some requirements that must fulﬁll
solutions to merging (high context-awareness) in order for AC groups to
self-scale. Finally, we propose a merging solution for overlapping wireless
self-organized networks using heterogeneous routing protocols.

1

Introduction

Current networks are limited by principles edicted 30 years ago when requirements of mobility did not exist. Since that time, several innovations were proposed to bypass inherent limitations of IP principles (e.g., NAT, Mobile IP,
IPv6). Moreover due to the dynamic nature of ad hoc networks, principles
driven by end-to-end requirements do no longer apply. New innovative routing
paradigms must be designed.
In fact, routing is the basic service of a network and any other service resides on this fundamental functionality. Hence, we believe routing requires being
adaptable to the diverse environments, new usages, and QoS requirements desired by applications. Two opposite directions respond to this new constraint.
The ﬁrst approach claims that diﬀerent routing schemes suit diﬀerent contexts
and that one routing protocol ﬁts all cannot be envisioned. Currently, this approach has led to an heterogeneous set of routing protocols. The second approach proposes new ﬂexible communication paradigms such as i3 [1] and Network Pointers [2], which are adapted to new constraints brought by mobility.
With i3 the act of sending is decoupled from the act of receiving. Addresses
are based on a communication identiﬁer either unicast or multicast. Network
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pointers extend the semantic of addresses from basic identiﬁers to speciﬁc packet
handling functions that are not just limited to forwarding. Both approaches bring
innovations but we believe interoperability is required until a unique protocol
or paradigm prevails if one can be designed. Indeed, diversity is the right approach to ﬁt the multiplicity of contexts. It is all the more true since the design
of routing protocols also relies heavily on the underlying layers and radio access
technologies. These technologies are only beginning to develop with Ultra Wide
Band (UWB) [3], Multiple Input Multiple output (MIMO) [4], and beam forming with smart antennas. The diversity of solutions (at the routing layer) hence
enables to better suit evolution of usages, requirements of the environment and
underlying radio technologies. We consider that diversity will be an invariant of
forthcoming routing protocols and that AutoComm (AC) will enable to handle
eﬃciently this situation. Diversity managed by AC principles will enable new
protocols and paradigms to fusion or be dropped. This process will be similar to
living elements’ natural selection that uses sexual reproduction to enhance the
overall ﬁtness of their genetic patrimony [5].
For example, ﬁrst developments in wireless routing were the adaptation of
wired protocols (e.g., RIP, OSPF) giving birth to OLSR [6] and reactive protocols (e.g., DSR [7] and AODV [8]) which are direct adaptations of the Address
Resolution Protocol (ARP) to multi-hop wireless networks. However, combining these two approaches lead to more eﬃcient and adaptive protocols such as
ZRP [9] and SHARP [10]. AC’s framework brings a new chance to reinvest routing. We must restart the cycle of deﬁning routing protocols dedicated to speciﬁc
purposes and conditions. This might lead possibly to combined solutions and
enhance the overall beneﬁt.
Nethertheless, this evolution shows limitations of current proposals for ad hoc
routing. These relate to two correlated factors. First, the model of the wireless
channel was considered similar to the wired Internet and researchers only considered new requirements brought by mobility. Up to now, evolutions in networking
where direct application of wired technologies to the wireless world without rethinking the basics. People saw wireless ad hoc networks as wired networks with
end-to-end requirements and hence narrowed their vision required to bypass such
a limited model. Second, such limitations stem from the fact that the network
architecture as it is designed nowadays reﬂects our incapacity of communicating
between people involved in lower layers with people involved in upper layers. IP,
by its universal goal of uniﬁer marks the barrier between both sides and is the
point of convergence. This leverages the question of what is now the advantage
of such a rigid model in a changing environment. Cross-layering brings a ﬁrst
response to bypass limitations of the layering paradigm. AC is to come next.
AC proposes to reinvest a research eﬀort to bypass these limitations by proposing a dynamic framework and an interdisciplinary view of all networking aspects
including routing. AC is a new opportunity to avoid rehearsing the same mistakes.
We believe, however, that the design of AC-compliant network elements will not respect in the short term AC’s design rules and philosophy. We believe that a ﬁrst step
will combine existing solutions while introducing AC components. The ﬁnal step
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will be the design of communicating elements fully AC-compliant. New networking
functionalities must be designed accordingly to AC principles but still interoperate
with current existing protocols. For example, with the current diversity of ad hoc
and wired routing protocols, interoperability has not been much tackled. We think
that the goal of AC is limited, among other purposes to enable protocol interoperation. In our case, we focus on routing protocol interoperation. This temporary
solution will at term leave place to a single yet completely dynamic framework for
routing that will support the emergence of innovative paradigms.
In this paper, we address the issue of one of the main challenging problems
in next generation networks, namely routing in merge and split environments.
We will mainly study the merge phenomenon and its implications, and deﬁne
requirements of how an AC must react to merges. Routing has mainly been designed to cope with the scaling relative to the number of individuals collaborating
in a group and thus cope with expanding networks (e.g., Internet growth, wireless network radio coverage). These individual entities subscribing to a network
engender small scale events. On the contrary, large scale events such as splits
and merges are more frequent to occur in a dynamic environment. Due to mobility along with expansion, networks are likely to spatially overlap1 and separate.
Networking and especially routing require eﬃcient and appropriate solutions.
If we count upon heterogeneity, the dynamic nature of networks leverages particular diﬃcult problems. We will detail a scheme based on AC principles that
enables to merge wireless networks using distinct routing protocols to eﬃciently
interoperate. We deﬁne it as an evidence that AC principles are pertinent in
dynamic environments subject to merge phenomena. We give practical solutions
to ensure our requirements are enforced.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a more general deﬁnition of merge and split related to the dynamics of communities. We formalize
merges by deﬁning their nature and implications. We then deﬁne merge and
split as a general framework mainly related to interoperability issues. We give
a set of requirements for protocols to be merge-compliant. Section 3 focuses on
the implications of merging at the routing layer. We give a proof-of-concept of
AC principles applied to the merge problem with two networks using distinct
routing schemes, (i.e., AODV, DSR, and OLSR) and give a solution overview.
We also tackle improvements to the proposed solution in order to scale with
the increasing diversity of routing protocols. Finally, Section 4 discusses future
research investigation and concludes this paper.

2

A General View of Merge

In the following, we mainly focus on merging of wireless networks and leave
splitting for future investigation.
1

Here we narrow merging to a physical overlapping but a more general deﬁnition is
given in the following.
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2.1

What Is a Community or Autonomic System

A general deﬁnition of a group is a number of network elements that share
a common set of stable patterns of interactions. These interactions are essentially driven by social relations (e.g., meeting), involvement in a collaborative
activity (e.g., P2P ﬁle sharing, work meeting, students’ lecture, battling troops,
emergency rescue teams) or with similar spatial patterns or simply geographic
proximity (e.g., public transport users). These interactions – often correlated –
can be represented by dynamic graphs of interactions in space and time; and
mobility is only the visible part of these interactions. Note that this does not
preclude a network element or AC system to belong to several groups.
2.2

Why Communities Merge and Split

Predicting patterns of interactions is a hard task given their dynamics. Some
interactions are predictable while others are not. For example, social interactions
are predictable such as regular meetings or workshops. Some mobility patterns
are also predictable such as for users of public transports. The dynamics of a
group can be classiﬁed in two types of events: small scale events such as node
arrival, node departure, or node failure and large scale events such as splits and
merges.
A general deﬁnition of merging is when two or more AC systems interact
in order to collaborate whether spatially close or not given that a communication means is possible. The level of collaboration between these groups depends
on their purposes’ correlation. Two emergency teams following a similar goal
(high correlation) will require to merge when meeting while two groups with
diﬀerent purposes, e.g., diﬀerent WiFi operators spatially overlapping, might
collaborate in order to interfere the least given the radio spectrum available or
on the contrary oﬀer roaming to their respective users. When merging the level
of collaboration is reﬂected by the distinct groups’ policy toward merging. The
question is often to merge (high level of collaboration) or not to merge (low level
of collaboration)? Depending on the negotiated level of collaboration, merge
occurs at diﬀerent layers (from the physical (PHY) to the application (APP)
layer) and diﬀerent time scales. For example, temporary splits may arise from a
broken radio link due to the radio channel degradation or persist when mobility engenders sparse networks where network elements’ radio coverage does not
intersect.
2.3

Implications of Merging

Merges and splits depending on the level of collaboration is a source of conﬂict
at all levels. When AC group merges, there are two great classes of conﬂicts:
– Heterogeneity of protocols from PHY layer to APP overlays,
– Resource driven conﬂicts, i.e., resource conﬂicts occurring at a given layer for
homogeneous protocols. For example, the use of the same radio technology
often leads to channel interferences. At the IP layer, merging requires to
synchronize the addressing space of both networks in order to avoid conﬂicts.
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Merging Requirements

Fundamental requirements of splits and merges are for AutoComm systems to
keep what we call consistency. Consistency is the capacity for networks to keep
their QoS and service level whatever small or large scale events occur at any time
scale. Schemes dealing with merging and splitting must maintain or enhance the
level of consistency by means of collaboration.
The second requirement is smoothness. Merges and splits are large scale
events that can have a great impact on network performances. Smoothness is the
capacity to cope with the smaller impact on the performances without disturbing the general QoS. In other words, we must design eﬃcient, ﬂexible solutions
and what we can characterize as smooth split and merge solutions. Depending
on the mobility pattern, merges and splits can be transient phenomena or on the
contrary lead to stable situations. For example, current proposals tackling the
problem of addressing in a merge environment assume an attraction/gravity mobility model where n wireless networks gather at a deﬁned geographic location.
This model leads to a permanent state where two networks spatially overlap. In
this case, several schemes propose mechanisms to synchronize the address space
in a coherent way so that no address conﬂict occurs. This can be done through
ﬂooding or other means. Nevertheless, with random mobility patterns merging
leads to transient states where networks only cross by. In this case, re-addressing
an entire network can be a sub-optimal solution.
The last requirement is eﬃciency. It requires from schemes to detect merge
and split phenomena as quickly as possible and react appropriately.
With AC, going further than just detecting a phenomenon such as merging
but by characterizing more deeply its nature (permanent, transient) will enable
more scalable solutions to perform. These requirements require context-aware
schemes.

2.5

Merge-Awareness

Merge-awareness is a kind of context-awareness or selfware. Context-awareness
and what we deﬁne as merge-awareness enables to gather enough explicit information or if not available, to infer the underlying phenomenon occurring and
take appropriate actions. For example, as explained before, mobility reﬂects one
or several interactions a network element or AC is involved in. Characterizing
mobility allows inferring the underlying interaction. In [11], the authors infer
the will to merge of two wireless networks as shown in Fig. 1 by computing the
relative velocity of both networks as a function of time. If this velocity is likely
to converge toward zero, networks decide to merge since it reﬂects a tendency
to eﬀectively collaborate and leads to a stable state that will permit to optimize
reconﬁguration if needed. Other inference schemes carried out at a higher level
study social interactions as an input [12], [13].
To enhance context-awareness, again if we borrow concepts from biological
cells, AC systems require a memory similar to the immunological memory. The
immune system and its memory allow eﬃcient response to subsequent encounters
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with similar infections. The AC matching piece to infections is basically the environment context. Since situations (hence similar context) are likely to re-occur frequently given Zipf law, an environment context memory is required. As well, given
the same reasons, merges and splits are to re-occur frequently. Keeping tracks of
past merges and splits and recognizing an AC group that has partitioned in the
past may enable an eﬃcient re-merging thanks to a past shared context.
Solutions to cope with splits have been more tackled since splits are more
predictable in their nature. Solutions are twofold, either they use a reactive approach i.e., detect the occurrence of splits and react appropriately by replicating
what we call the patrimony in both splitting networks so that each networks is
a duplicate (similar to bio-cell mitosis) or they use a proactive approach by
periodically spatially replicating required patrimony in case of future split occurrences [14] [15]. The patrimony refers to the sum of all available services and
information that are required by an AC group to still be autonomous in case of
splits. The purpose of these schemes is to keep the consistency of both separating
networks. There lies a trade-oﬀ between both approaches.
2.6

Interoperability

Merge is a very challenging issue in a dynamic environment. All layers are impacted by merging; from PHY to APP layers. Hence, merging has to cope eﬃciently with heterogeneity at all layers. As stated before, the AC paradigm will
create autonomic systems using heterogeneous protocols. Similarly to biological
systems that are deﬁned by their ﬁtness [5] as the ability to ﬁt their local environment, routing must follow the same concepts. What we require from AC is
to ﬁt all situations. Routing must consider the group’s purpose and the nature
of the underlying phenomenon of the group’s dynamic at small and large scale.
This will require routing interoperability following the edicted requirements. We
study such a case in the next section.

3

Proof-of-Concept

In this section, we give a proof-of-concept of AC principles applied to merging
networks. We give an example that assists self-organization of network elements
between AC groups using diﬀerent routing protocols (routing protocol heterogeneity). We recall that in our vision, we consider AC as a means to federate
existing solutions by enabling interoperability. This is a ﬁrst step before fully
compliant AC protocol design. This interoperability is subject to policy rules and
requires speciﬁc function to sense the environment and bring context-awareness.
As stated before, merging requires being as smooth as possible. Since it is a
large scale event, repercussion must be minimized for both merging AC groups.
Most ad hoc routing protocols are well suited for particular situations and
hence are rigid. As said before, this evolution comes from the fact that routing
protocols are a direct adaptation of wired routing protocols to the wireless world.
Hence, the rigid nature of current ad hoc routing protocols leaves little space for
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adaptation. One solution we detail in the following is an AC daemon that enables
a dynamic interoperability between rigid networks. Nevertheless, it is important
to say that adaptive routing protocols such as ZRP are a ﬁrst attempt to adapt
the routing parameters to the sensed underlying environment.
3.1

Model and Hypothesis

In this paper, we deﬁne the concept of network cells. A cell, C, is
scar−zone
the spatial region spanned by a set
velocity
of nodes, NC , willing to participate
cell 1
in some collaborate activity or having similar spatial behaviours. The
evolution of a cell is progressive, i.e.
new arriving nodes acquire the address allocation scheme and routing scheme from an existing cell
cell 2
member. The address assignment
velocity
cell 1
may be of any kind (conﬂict-free,
cell 2
conﬂict-detection, or best-eﬀort).
Fig. 1. Network cell model
For example, nodes can acquire an
address from their neighbours or
randomly generate their addresses and verify their uniqueness using a duplicate address detection (DAD) [16] mechanism. For routing, we assume that due
to the diversity of situations, nodes implement a set of existing protocols. However, since equipments have heterogeneous capabilities (i.e., processing, memory), they do not always implement the same set of routing protocols but it
is likely that they will implement the most adopted ones. We believe that a
restricted list of protocols will be supported by vendor equipments, some respecting standards and others proprietary implementations. When cells C1 and
C2 are merging, the overlapping region SC1 ,C2 = C1 ∩ C2 is called a scar-zone
and is delimited by a scar-zone membrane (cf. Fig. 1). Nodes located in the
scar-zone are called scar-zone nodes, SC , while nodes outside the scar-zone, IC ,
are named interior nodes. Depending on the respective mobility of the two cells,
the scar-zone can evolve between a minimal overlapping where the two cells are
interconnected via one radio link to a complete overlapping where the spatial
extent of one cell is included in the other.
3.2

Routing Merge Requirements

We consider the case where cells C1 and C2 use heterogeneous routing protocols
restricted to OLSR, AODV, and DSR. As described in section 2, we require
merging to be as smooth as possible since it is a large scale event. The intuitive
solution to the case we are dealing with would be to reconﬁgure entirely one of
the two cells in order to have the same routing protocol. This requires all reconﬁgured nodes to implement the new routing protocol. Moreover, in a mobile
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environment successive reconﬁguration due to successive merging in a short lap
of time will lead to oscillations. Even if both cells use the same routing protocol (e.g., OLSR), synchronizing link-state (LS) tables might be sub-optimal if
merging is only transient. Besides, swapping to a diﬀerent protocol will incur a
patrimony loss (on-going communications, routing states) and more importantly
break all Service Speciﬁc Routing (SSR) overlays relying on the previous routing
protocol. Recall that the choice of the physical routing protocol relies highly on
both the underlying environment and the requirements of the applications unless
both routing protocols can cohabit but this raises scalability issues. We believe
our scheme will beneﬁt to situations of transient merging. These occur either
when networks just cross by (no stable overlapping, constant relative velocity
during merging) or during the transient phase occurring with the attraction mobility pattern (i.e., short period during which the relative velocity of merging
cells is non zero). We plead for a transient solution that will take eﬀect until a permanent situation is detected and that will be able to choose the most
suited protocol given the context or ﬁnd the appropriate parameters for adaptive
routing protocols.

3.3

Design

We brieﬂy explain our approach here. The purpose is not to explain in detail the
mechanisms required for loop-free routing with heterogeneous ad hoc routing
protocols but to address the problems arising and give insights toward more
eﬃcient and innovative solutions.
In order to achieve interoperability between merging cells, scar-zone nodes
must deﬁne their neighbourhood environment context i.e., the routing capabilities of their neighbours and the current protocol in use –the mother routing protocol. This is done with the Neighbourhood Routing Protocol Discovery
Protocol (NRPDP). For example, in Fig. 2 node X sends {∗AODV∗, DSR} to Y ,
pointing out the routing protocols it supports and the current routing protocol
in use in its cell, indicated by ∗Protocol∗. We supposed nodes or both cells to
have a common set of routing protocols but are not currently using the same one
when merge occurs. Depending on the neighbourhood context, speciﬁc interaction must be performed. Scar-zone nodes must either translate routing packets
or, if translation is not possible, nodes must execute appropriate neighbourhood
interaction. We deﬁne a new routing daemon, the Routing Translator Daemon
(RTD), that intercepts the I/O of routing control packets (requests, replies, and
updates) and given the context information provided by the NRPDP processes
these packets accordingly.

3.4

Application: AODV ↔ DSR

We give here an application of our framework for the interoperability case between AODV and DSR. Since AODV and DSR belong to the same family i.e.,
reactive routing protocols, a translation is only required. On the contrary, if we
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required interoperability between a reactive protocol and a proactive protocol
(e.g., OLSR) an other kind of interaction should have been used.
Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 2, where cell 1, C1 , runs AODV and cell
2, C2 , runs DSR. Consider also two nodes, A and B, with A ∈ IC1 , B ∈ IC2
(i.e., {A, B} ⊂ scar-zone). Here, we study how paths can be established in these
cells in both ways, from A to B and vice-versa.

Y
A

cell 1 (AODV)
RREQAODV
Route RequestDSR

X

B

cell 2 (DSR)

AODV node
DSR node

*AODV*−DSR
translator node
*DSR*−AODV
translator node

Fig. 2. Translation AODV ↔ DSR

For the establishment of a path from A to B, A→B, A ﬂoods a RREQ (Route
Request). When a node in the scar-zone receives a request, here X, it translates
the AODV RREQ into a DSR Route Request. This translation is associated with
a new entry in a dedicated table maintained by the RTD. This entry will indicate
that a translation will be required at the reception of the DSR Route Reply.
When the DSR Route Reply is received, an AODV RREP is sent using the reverse
route entry established by the initial RREQ. In order to avoid loops, the translation requires the use of the same request identiﬁer, the same sequence numbers
(dseq and oseq ), and the precise translation of the number of hops. Since the
sequence numbers of both protocols have diﬀerent ﬁeld sizes and to enable recursive translation, we use a hash function to associate AODV’s RREQ sequence
numbers with DSR’s Route Request and add a new header dedicated to our
RTD daemon. For the hop count, in the AODV header a hop count ﬁeld represents the number of hops, while in DSR counting the number of concatenated
IDs gives the hop number. Consulting the corresponding entry in the RTD table
does this translation. As well, the correct association between routing control
packets prevents recursive translations. For example, X receives an AODV RREQ
from Y in reply to its original DSR Route Request sent to Y . By comparing
the packet id and sequence numbers with the entry in its table, X detects this
route request is generated in response to its original request.
Similarly, for the path B→A, B ﬂoods a DSR Route Request that is translated into an AODV RREQ by scar-zone nodes. These scar-zone nodes will receive
RREPs that will be translated back to DSR Route Replies.
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3.5

Extensions to Our Model

Here, we relax some constraints on our hypothesis in order to obtain a more realistic
model. In the previous model, we supposed all nodes to have similar capabilities
at the routing layer referred as the routing capabilities or RC set. We supposed
nodes to have a set of homogeneous routing protocols but now we consider that
some nodes have smaller capabilities or diﬀerent capabilities than others.

RREQAODV
Route RequestDSR
Translator Request/Response
{*AODV−DSR} Routing capabilities

Translator−node
1

X

2

{*AODV*−DSR}

1

X

2

Y

1

2’
{*AODV*−DSR}

(a)

{*AODV*−DSR}

X

{*AODV*−DSR}

Y
{*DSR*}

2

{*AODV*}

Y

1

{*DSR*−AODV}

(b)

X

2
3

{*AODV*}

Y
{*DSR*}

(c)

Fig. 3. Speciﬁc-context translations

Figure 3 lists all the possibilities for the previous case with a wider hypothesis
on nodes’ capabilities in terms of supported routing protocols. The diﬀerent
cases that occur will inﬂuence the reaction of our RTD given the neighbourhood
information communicated by the NRPDP as the following:
– The ﬁrst case, shown in Fig. 3(a) reﬂects the hypothesis of previous subsections where RCX ∼ RCY . Here, node X can either forward the AODV
RREQ as it is or translate it into a DSR Route Request as long as the node
that makes the translation updates its RTD table, i.e., RCX ∼ RCY →
Xtranslation ∨ Ytranslation .
– The second case, shown in Fig. 3(b) is when RCX ⊂ RCY ∨ RCY ⊂ RCX .
Here, the translation is done by the most capable node, i.e., RCY ⊂ RCX →
Xtranslation otherwise Ytranslation .
– The last case, shown in Fig. 3(c) is the most complex to deal with. Here
RCX ∩ RCY = {}. In this case, network entities require to ﬁnd a node with
more capabilities able to work out the translations. We call these nodes,
translator nodes. We need these nodes to organize in an SSR overlay. Whenever a translation is required, one of these nodes works out the translation
on behalf of the incapable node. How the overlay of most capable nodes is
structured depends directly on the underlying routing protocol. In reactive
protocols, nodes must use expanding ring search to ﬁnd a translator node
while in proactive approach where the topology is known, special entries
can be added in the LS update packets or maintained by a new daemon
dedicated to maintain the translator overlay. As shown in Fig.3(c), node X
requests a translator-node which has a greater routing capability and thus
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is able of performing the translation on X’s behalf, i.e., RCX ∩ RCY =
{} → F indtranslator where F indtranslator ∧ Reactive routing protocol →
Expanding ring search or F indtranslator ∧ proactive routing protocol →
RequestSSR−translator−overlay .
Note that we have limited the cardinal of the capabilities set to 2, |RC| = 2.
But, other more complex possibilities could enhance our approach. The last case
requires extending our scheme with a SSR overlay dedicated to routing translation.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed one of the future challenges networks will be
faced to. We characterized splits and merges as large scale events that occur at
diﬀerent time scales with their causes and implications. We reviewed existing
solutions and proposed yet simple but promising solutions for ad hoc routing
interoperability. We have shown how AC can fully respond to challenges of merge
and split in heterogeneous environment. We can draw several conclusions. First,
if reactive/programmable approaches were used there would be no need of such
a scheme. As we expressed before, reactive approaches will surely reappear for
radio access technologies (PHY-MAC layer) with SDR [17] which enables a radio
interface to be reconﬁgured by software. This will enable to swap from Bluetooth
to IEEE 802.11 or ETSI HiperLAN, and to 3G and 4G. Nevertheless, we must
take into account that reconﬁguration can lead to sub-optimal solutions and
initiate oscillations if splits and merges are to occur frequently. Second, our
scheme will not scale with an increasing diversity of ad hoc routing protocols.
With our designed scheme, n(n − 1)/2 general translations rules are required
and as much speciﬁc translation rules (cf. sub cases of extensions) with n as the
cardinal of existing routing protocols. We believe our proposition will help in
entering a new phase for routing. Our proposition has two opposite goals. On the
one hand, respond to the urgent need of interoperability and in the other hand,
our proposition is aimed at showing that interoperability is not always feasible
and that innovations are still required in order to not reproduce errors of the
past (e.g., ITU’s Interworking units, OSI’s internetworking (IDRP)). Since the
tendency is toward protocol heterogeneity, we believe AC principles must enable
protocol interoperability easily with more adaptable protocols. We are currently
carrying out simulations using NS-2 in order to validate the suitability of our
scheme under various mobility models.
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